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Video: The Face Mask Imposed by France’s Police
State. Breathing is a Fundamental Human Right
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Numerous scientific studies reveal that the face mask is detrimental to a person’s health.

According to Dr. Russell Blaylock: by wearing a face mask, “the exhaled viruses will not be
able to escape and will concentrate in the nasal passages, enter the olfactory nerves and
travel into the brain. ….

***

In a French supermarket, an employee was violently arrested, mistreated, forcibly taken
away and taken into custody by a patrol of gendarmes while he had lowered his mask
(mandatory now in France in closed public places) to “take a breath” of fresh air.

The face mask has become the symbol of the terror that those who have usurped power
(including our governments) are inflicting on defenseless populations.

It is no longer a question of health or reason, but only of obedience.

it should be understood that the “pandemic” of “COVID-19” is a global swindle, imposed by
force by a powerful financial plutocracy, the vilest thing in mankind, with the complicity of
corrupt governments and media, and that the masks worn permanently are a source of
infection, they prevent us from breathing, damage our health and humiliate us.

By imposing “face masks”, “protective visors”, protective suits, “social distancing”, it is
society which they want to destroy, to leave the individual totally naked, like a laboratory
guinea pig, facing the destructive power, invisible “virus”.

The Video in French shows how a supermarket employee is violently arrested. What were
dealing is the criminalization of the State, the evolution towards a police state.

Police control in the Carrefour Contact store in Breil-sur-Roya…

An employee on duty since 6am has a “badly placed” mask right under his
nose… Result?

The soldiers go into action. Unbelievable! Look, share, comment …
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